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I caught the link below before going out on my excursions today, and saw a fast and simpliﬁed way to show how
they are drawing us away from a true biblical faith using churchianity carrots on a stick.
Let me give you my summarized version of how the link below can help show us that the churchianityconditioned church and its crowd is presently being used as a "tempting landing pad" (among other things) for
all of mankind, intended for us to think that we had discovered it (in the terribly compromised state that it is) all
on our own as if the perfect "godly" solution to all of our world's out of control evils. But it's too far gone into the
world, politics, etc for that, and so the elite just continue laughing behind the scenes, because they had actually
planned it that way. But it gets better, consider this:
I have seen it in my mind's eye for well over a decade now how countless numbers feel that their present
understanding and stance in their various denominations and compromised remnants of "Christianity" are how
they can have "their own relationship with God" (along with other nice-sounding ways of feeling included as a
"born again Christian"), but they are woefully missing the overall picture of their "close enough" self-arrived-at
(less demanding(?) qualiﬁcations in being accepted by the God that I know and love.
And in having been so pained in my heart for so many of these people in recent times, this video I saw today
gave me a great new way to illustrate the actual Hegelian deceptions they are yet under, where I hope to more
simply show folks how these elite control freaks are confusing and deceiving so many as they are. So here
goes...
If you were satan and/or the elite who worship satan (or whoever you feel is the mastermind behind all of this
wickedness today), you would create an image of a coming world that was so horrendous... so terrifying.... that
even many of the satanists themselves would not want to live in such a world. ...then...
You take the massively watered down Christian world that you had also previously created over time, and allow
their midway level beliefs to now look like a wonderful loving escape door and solution of hope for that world of
terriﬁed masses, knowing that they are then so far out of the true realm of YHWH's actual righteousness and
thereby protections, that YHWH would only continue to help you take them to their own chosen fates in their
deceived, but wilfully accepted lukewarm moral values and allegiences.
The video link below helps me to show how the churchianity arm of this beast propaganda system are now
openly exposing the "six conglomerate only" monopoly of the entertainment and media system, preparing to
now seductively draw the world into a (supposedly opposing) churchianity-level entertainment/media realm,
which is actually designed to ﬁnish off the minds and memories of the last remaining generation who may yet
be alive and remember what true biblical morals once were, leaving all to now think that classic movies like "Star
Wars", and "Dirty Dancing" are now somehow the standard for acceptible wholesome movies suitable for "family
entertainment". But please also keep in mind that "entertainment" to begin with is not biblical unless it is
centered around families and individuals who respect, are grateful for, and worship YHWH and His complete
truth. The Bible itself used to be the absolute center of "entertainment" in all genuinely pious homes up til about
the 1940s and 50s in man's history (before the advent of radio and television), as the Bible itself was previously
the heart of the family's recreational gathering time, being chock full of true stories that entertained the heart
with genuinely wholesome life lessons, rather than allowing anything unwholesome to corrupt their minds or
their children's minds with the programming tricks of the super wicked or even born of their neighbors and their
lukewarm "self"-worshiping church system now.
Have some of you also seen my various documentaries on China's "Three Self Church" and how many in China's
own false Christian church has a huge part of their population feeling "saved" while they worship and obey their

communist overlords as if equal gods with the one true God? Well, we have our own version of that kind of god
system right here in America, and in any ﬂavor of compromise your heart may desire, too!
In China and now starting in America, only those who have bravely stood outside their system and it's imitation
god machinery of authority over them are ﬁnding that peace that passeth all understanding.
Yet while watching the link below, keep in mind how there are many previous reasons that I have given you folks
for why I dont trust getting anywhere near Mike Adams even with a ten foot pole, where both he and his guest
speak in this video in churchianity terminologies such as "God, Jesus Christ, Christmas", etc, and how "the goal
is entertainment" as his "Christian" guest explains her new competitive plans to rise up against the status quo
evils of Hollywood. Hmmm. Is the goal of Scripture supposed to be "entertainment"? No, the Bible and it's
message of hope in a governance built on love is often very comforting and entertaining to read for those who
have found and embraced it's true meaning, but such a goal is not, and never was, "entertainment", but a goal of
literal life and soul preservation, law and justice, under a perfect system of harmonious love and liberty that has
never been rivaled let alone surpassed.
But the satanic elite could never admire such a way of life, and in their twisted minds wanted everything all to
themselves, where they (the Hollywood branch of them in our example here) have made the future look so scary
and bleak, so groteque with transgender issues and pedophilia heroisms, tyrannical extremes, and technological
horrors, that we are all now thoroughly conditioned to never want such a world ourselves, and thus its now time
that their new entertainment/media "synthesis" is to be introduced (through a faithful lap dog like Adams(?) and
put into place to keep the masses happy in a time when the tyranny is to yet ever increase, and yes, please note
the "hidden in plain sight" question Adams asks her, as to "how is something this big being funded?" and how
the question is only answered in a round about way of explaining how bankers will back this "project" of hers.
Bankers, huh? Yeah, bankers, she says. I guess that would be the bankers that are "good Christians", eh?
hmmm.
Do we remember my telling many of you over the years of the Jesuit hegelian dialectic of "thesis, antithesis,
synthesis"? Well this is the beginning of just one more puzzle piece of the insertion of their desired overall end
result "synthesis" aspect that they wanted to end up with in their thesis/antithesis programming of the world,
being a little easier to see here in this media realm example. But just in case it hasn't sunk in as to how simple
this intellectual and spiritual war against our Creator really is, let me explain a little further...
We had the "synthesis" of the governance realm already successfully snuck in on us, but because so few were
ever interested in governance, law, or authority issues, this same governance version of their
"thesis/antithesis/synthesis" was more successfully implanted while we were not paying enough attention. It's
ﬁrst stage was put in place via a document called the Constitution and its resultant cancerous law system, a
milestone transitional stage that began with the legal removal of biblical law by Article VI of that document in
1788 and thereby slowly was the foundation upon which they grew their lukewarmland governance over us,
being relatively unoticed by the vast amount of people over quite a few generations and even swelling worldwide
(until now), and to a point of success that millions are still falling for putting their faith in that man made law
realm, and in America... as if it is a real divine part of their god's "plan for us" as well.
But yes, just as churchianity (eventually planned to become "Chrislam" very soon) was created to be the
synthesis of the growing ecumenic religious world and is now being used as a landing platform for the
uneducated in a subject that they are not only much better interested in (entertainment/media), and having
become churches and remnants that are now pleased to stand far from YHWH's true authority in, so too was the
U.S. Constitution and its provisions systems created to act as a model landing platform for the out of control
governance that was also to be created to be so tyrannical, terrifying and chaotic that we would then, not just
reluctantly accept, but even yearn to go back to that Constitution's idolatrous lukewarm stance, never knowing
that we are only making our claimed biblical God all that much angrier at our idolatry.
Now the actual law essentials between biblical laws and man made laws are so deep for the average individual
to absorb and comprehend that many can no longer grasp the wisdom of this intentionally complicated realm
we today call government, where it is then keeping billions in a successfully planned lukewarmland of law, also
totally outside of YHWH's authority as well.
You see? They had only to get us "halfway" between YHWH's kingdom and satan's in a few major realms into an
artiﬁcially created "neutral zone" that never existed in the ﬁrst place, and they have done just that! ...and not just
in the governance and entertainment realms as our examples here, but also in the education/academia ﬁelds,
the economic ﬁelds, the medical/health ﬁelds, and many others. They have billions right where they want them,

wondering after the beast, collected in a very dangerous unbiblical consensus in their own accepted giant
lukewarm valley between the two great mountainous kingdoms now:
"Put ye in the sickle ... for their wickedness ir great. Multitudes, multitudes in the valley of decision: for the day of
YHWH is near in the valley of decision." - Joel 3:14
Its all satan needed. He didnt need to turn everyone into a literal satanist, he just needed to get everyone far
enough outside of YHWH's morals and faith, to never be protected by Him again, where now, even the few
remaining halfway serious remnants who are still with one foot in either system, who are thinking themselves
to "not be as bad as the extremely wicked satanists", are already far enough outside YHWH's commanded levels
of purity that YHWH has already given the bulk of them over to a reprobate mind as Scripture foretold, meaning a
mind that may never come back, where satan is drooling over their not quite dead bodies even as we speak.
"Thesis, antithese, synthesis" is therefore merely a clever way to say "Christ, antichrist, lukewarm". (Especially
when you look at the overall purpose of this method of how they have been programming today's societies)
"So then because thou art lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot, I will spue thee out of my mouth." - Revelation 3:16
Here's the link, but ponder all that I said as you watch these "entertainers" smooth talk you into thinking that their
churchianity entertainment idea is something for true believers to support, where it is not true biblical doctrine,
but merely biblically-ﬂavored compromise for the masses (as the woman clearly admits in this video herself that
they must "appeal to the masses" to be economically rewarding for them). This is also especially not anywhere
near the levels of purity reforms that people need to be engaged in, working on, or evangelising upon at such a
time of angry wrath come of a jealous almighty Judge, and especially also, as He is in a frame of mind to punish
a wicked and grossly impenitent world right now.
So if these people aren't focused enough on wanting YHWH's true nature and character to even get His name
right, then which "god" are they really promoting here? Its not like His sacred name truth is not wide spread
enough that they somehow never noticed such a massively important issue, hmmm? ...and should any of us
really want to follow such a crowd into just a lower level like they are in, knowing how far outside YHWH's safety
and protections they really are themselves? Why follow the lead of those who are still in the dark regarding even
the simplest of newly discovered truths about one's Creator? So now take a look, knowing what I just shared
with you:
https://www.brighteon.com/38a97d3d-d70f-47cf-a0ee-b140ed01cbe7
But yippeee! I can't wait to see their next season's Christmas special, eh?
And this was not to mention the way they enticed folks to help them ﬁnancially and had offered their political
solutions at the end, which was also very telling the way it was being delivered. And lastly, I found it very
convenient the way there "just happened to be" a very bright white light right behind the woman's head all
throughout the video, giving the proverbial "halo effect" that is so commonly used by today's elitist marketing
experts to (accidentally of course) present someone as if pristine and squeaky clean to their audiences.
Think harder my friends. Don't let them draw you into their phony solutionless lukewarmland!
Blessings,
dwaine

